The Golberger-Treiman discrepancy ∆GT = 1 − m N g A fπ G πN is related to the asymptotic behaviour of the pionic form factor of the nucleon obtained from baryonic QCD sum rules. The result is .015 ∆GT .022.
which arises from the coupling of the divergence of the axial vector current to the J p = 0 − continuum. The evaluation of ∆ GT has been addressed recently in the framework of baryon chiral perturbation theory [3] . On the experimental side g A = 1.267 ± .004 and f π = 92.42 MeV are known to enough precision and most of the uncertainty in ∆ GT results from the uncertainty in G πN . The most recent determination of G πN from N N, NN and πN data is by the Nijmegen group [4] G πN = 13.05 ± .08 which corresponds to ∆ GT = .014 ± .009
Similar results are obtained by the VPI group [5] . Larger values are given by Bugg and Machleidt [6] and by Loiseau et al. [7] G πN = 13.65 ± .30 which corresponds to ∆ GT = .056 ± .02
The result of theoretical calculations at the loop level [3] do not account even for the smaller value given by eq. (3) The evaluation of the GTD involves the integral over the imaginary part of the form factor Π(q 2 ) which describes the matrix element of the divergence of the axial current between two nucleon states
Access to Π(q 2 ) is provided by the study of the three-point function [8] 
where
expresses the divergence of the axial currents in terms of quark fields and
are the nucleon currents [9] The amplitude (6) contains nucleon double and single pole contributions a well as a non singular contribution of the continuum
where c is the unknown coefficient of the single pole contribution and λ N represents the coupling of the nucleon to its current
and where we have limited ourselves to the tensor structure γ 5 / q The next step is to evaluate Γ(t, q 2 ) in QCD. To this end use is made of the operator product expansion of the currents entering in eq.(6). The lowest dimensional operators, which provide the dominant contributions at short distances are the unit operator and the operatorsqq and G µν G µν (= GG). As we shall only use the coefficient of γ 5 / q in the expansion of the currents entering in (6), the even dimensional operators 1 and GG will he multiplied by the small quark mass m q and their contribution will be greatly reduced as compared to the one of the odd dimensional operatorqq. The contribution of the latter has been evaluated in the third of ref. [8] 
and −2mgiven by the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner relation
Expression (10) holds for both t and q 2 in the deep euclidean region. The next step is to extrapolate to the nucleon mass-shell, i.e. to obtain Π QCD (q 2 ) from expressions (8), (10) and the analytic properties of Γ(t, q 2 ). For q 2 fixed at a large negative value Γ(t, q 2 ) has a cut on the positive t-axis starting at t = (m N + m π ) 2 in addition to the nucleon pole structure exhibited in eq. (8). Consider now the Laplace type integral [10] 1 2πi c dt exp
2 ) in the complex t-plane over a closed contour c consisting of a circle of large radius and two straight lines above and below the cut which run from threshold to R, M 2 is the usual 'Borel mass' parameter. The exponential provides convenient damping of the contribution of the integral over the continuum which we expect to be small for an appropriate choice of M 2 and that we neglect. On the circle Γ is well approximated by Γ QCD , expect possibly for a small region near the read axis.
When this is done one has
Π(s = q 2 ) is an analytic function in the complex s-plane expect for a simple pole at s = m 2 π and a right hand cut running along the positive real axis from s = 9m 2 π to ∞.
Consider next the integral
where m ′ is a mass parameter and c ′ is a closed contour consisting of a circle of large radius R ′ and two straight lines above and below the cut which run from threshold to R ′1 . Cauchy's theorem implies
where we have used Π(s) = Π QCD (s) on the circle. The first term on the r.h.s. of eq. (17) represents an integral over the unknown continuum. As m ′2 is varied between threshold and R this integral changes sign which implies that it vanishes for some value of m ′2 which we adopt. The GTD then follows from eq.(17)
And when expression (??) for Π QCD is used
N is obtained in a similar fashion from a study of the nucleonic two point function 
